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Abstract—Several physics methods for the simulation of the
photoelectric effect are quantitatively evaluated with respect
to a large collection of experimental data retrieved from the
literature. They include theoretical and empirical calculations
of total and partial cross sections, and calculations of the
photoelectron angular distribution. Some of these models are
currently implemented in general purpose Monte Carlo systems;
some have been implemented and evaluated for possible use in
Monte Carlo particle transport for the first time in this study.
I. INTRODUCTION
PHOTOIONIZATION is important in various experimentaldomains, such as material analysis applications, astro-
physics, photon science and bio-medical physics. As one of
the interactions photons undergo in matter, it is relevant in
experimental methods concerned with the energy deposition
resulting from photons as primary or secondary particles.
Apart from elastic scattering at very low energies, photoion-
ization is the dominant photon interaction in the low energy
re´gime: as an example, below approximately 100 keV for
target materials of atomic number around 30, and below
approximately 700 keV for heavy target materials of atomic
number close to 90. Photoionization is also experimentally
relevant for the secondary atomic processes that it induces,
X-ray fluorescence and Auger electron emission, which are
play a relevant role in many physics research contexts and
technological applications. Extensive reviews, that cover both
the theoretical and experimental aspects of this process, can
be found in the literature, for instance in [1]–[7] (this list of
references is not intended to be exhaustive).
This paper is concerned with modeling the physics of
photoionization under a pragmatic perspective: the simulation
of this process in general purpose Monte Carlo codes for
particle transport.
Calculations for the simulation of the photoelectric effect
are implemented in all general purpose Monte Carlo systems,
nevertheless a comprehensive, quantitative appraisal of their
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validity is not yet documented in the literature. Assessments
reported in the literature usually concern comparisons of cross
sections with NIST reference values, such as [8], or involve
complex observables resulting from many physics processes
in the full simulation of an experimental set-up, such as [9].
In this respect, it is worthwhile to note that the validation of
simulation models implies their comparison with experimental
measurements [10]: comparisons with tabulations of theoreti-
cal calculations or analytical parameterizations, such as those
that are reported in [11] as validation of Geant4 [12], [13]
photon interaction cross sections, do not constitute a validation
of the simulation software. Some relatively recent theoretical
calculations and empirical analytical formulations documented
in the literature have not been yet exploited in large scale
Monte Carlo codes, nor have been comparatively evaluated in
terms of accuracy and computational requirements with respect
to currently used simulation methods.
The accuracy of simulation methods is quantified through
statistical comparison with a wide collection of experimental
data retrieved from the literature. These results provide guid-
ance for the selection of physics models in simulation appli-
cations in response to the requirements of physics accuracy
and computational speed pertinent to different experimental
scenarios.
Special emphasis is devoted to the validation and possi-
ble improvement of photoionization simulation in Geant4;
nevertheless, the results documented in this paper provide
information relevant to other Monte Carlo systems as well.
The simulation of the atomic relaxation following the ion-
ization of an atom has been treated in previous publications
[14]–[17], threfore it is not included in the scope of this paper.
II. PHYSICS OVERVIEW
Photoionization has been the object of theoretical and ex-
perimental interest for several decades; only a brief overview
is included here to facilitate the comprehension of the software
features and the simulation validation results documented in
this paper.
In the photoelectric effect a photon disappears and an
electron is ejected from an atom. The energy of the photo-
electron corresponds to the difference between the energy of
the absorbed photon and the energy binding the electron to
the atom.
The study reported here focuses on the evaluation and
validation of basic physics features relevant to the simulation
of the photoelectric effect: atomic cross sections and photo-
electron angular distributions.
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A. Total and partial cross sections
The photoelectric cross section as a function of energy
exhibits a characteristic sawtooth behavior corresponding to
absorption edges, as the binding energy of each electron sub-
shell is attained and corresponding photoionization is allowed
to occur.
Early theoretical calculations of photoionization cross sec-
tions were limited to the K shell; they are tipified by the papers
of Pratt [18], providing the asymptotic behavior for arbitrarily
high energies, and Pratt et al. [19], reporting calculations in
the energy range between 200 keV and 2 MeV. Only at a later
stage more extensive calculations became available: Rakavy
and Ron [20] calculated cross sections for all subshells of five
elements over the energy range 1 keV to 2 MeV, Schmickley
and Pratt [21] reported cross sections for K to M shells for
three elements from 412 to 1332 keV.
Scofield’s non-relativistic calculations [22] in a Hartree-
Slater framework represented a major advancement in the
field, as they covered systematically all subshells over the
whole periodic table of the elements. More recent calculations
were performed by Chantler [23], [24] in a self-consistent
relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock framework.
Various empirical formulations of photoionization cross sec-
tions are reported in the literature, such as in [25]–[27]. They
derive from fits to experimental data, parameterizations of
theoretical calculations and semi-empirical methods involving
both measured data and theoretical considerations.
Computational performance imposes constraints on the
complexity of physics calculations to be performed in the
course of simulation: hence the analysis in this paper is limited
to theoretical cross sections for which tabulations of pre-
calculated values are available and to empirical models that
are expressed by means of simple analytical formulations. To
be relevant for general purpose Monte Carlo systems, tabulated
data should cover the whole periodic table of elements and an
extended energy range.
The photoelectric cross section compilations considered in
this study are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I
COMPILATIONS OF PHOTOIONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS
Compilation Energy range Z range Shell
Biggs and Lighthill [26] 10 eV 100 GeV 1 100
Brennan and Cowan [34] 30 eV 700 keV 3 92
Chantler [23], [24] 10 eV 433 keV 1 92 K
Ebel [27] 1 keV 300 keV 1 92 all
Elam [35] 100 eV 1 MeV 1 98
EPDL97 [36] 10 eV 100 GeV 1 100 all
Henke [37], [38] 10 eV 30 keV 1 92
McMaster [39], [40] 1 keV 700 keV 1 94
PHOTX [41] 1 keV 100 MeV 1 100
RTAB [42] 10 eV 30 keV 1 99 all
Scofield [22] 1 keV 1.5 MeV 1 100 all
Storm and Israel [43] 1 keV 100 MeV 1 100
Veigele [44] 100 eV 1 MeV 1 94
XCOM [45] 1 keV 500 keV 1 100
B. Angular distribution
Fischers non-relativistic theory [28] was derived for use
in the low energy region. The first relativistic treatment of
the photoelectric effect was given by Sauter [29], [30], who
calculated the K-shell cross section in the Born approximation;
it is valid to the lowest order in Zα/β (where Z is the atomic
number of the target, α is the fine structure constant and β
is v/c). Gavrila [31] and Nagel [32] extended Sauter’s results
to the next order in Zα/β. Further calculations by Gavrila are
available for the L shel [33].
III. PHOTOIONIZATION IN MONTE CARLO CODES
General purpose Monte Carlo codes consider single photon
interactions with isolated atoms in their ground state; they
neglect interactions with ions and excited states, and multiple
ionizations. Photon interactions are treated regardless of the
environment of the target medium: this assumption neglects
solid state effects and other features related to the molecular
structure of the medium.
The original version of EGS4 [46] calculated photoelectric
total cross sections based on Storm and Israel’s tables [43]
and generated the photoelectron with the same direction as
the incident photon. Later evolutions introduced the use of
PHOTX [41] cross sections [47] and the generation of the
photoelectron angular distribution [48] based on Sauter’s the-
ory [29]. These features are currently implemented in EGS5
[49]. EGSnrc [50] provides the option of calculating total
photoelectric cross sections based on Storm and Israel’s tables
as originally in EGS4 or on a fit to XCOM [45] cross sections,
while it uses subshell cross sections based on EPDL [36]. It
samples the photoelectron angular distribution according to the
method described in [48] based on Sauter’s theory.
ETRAN [51] uses Scofield’s 1973 [22] cross sections for
energies from 1 keV to 1.5 MeV and extends them to higher
energies by exploiting Hubbell’s method [25] to connect
the values at 1.5 MeV to the asymptotic high energy limit
calculated by Pratt [18]. It samples the direction of the photo-
electron from Fischer’s [28] distribution for electron energies
below 50 keV and from the Sauter [29] distribution for higher
energies.
FLUKA [52], [53] calculates photoelectric cross sections
based on EPDL97 and samples the photoelectron direction
according to Sauter’s theory [29].
ITS [54] calculates photoelectric cross sections based on
Scofield’s 1973 non-renormalized values. The angle of the
photoelectron with respect to the parent photon is described
by Fischer’s distribution [28] at lower energies and by Sauter’s
[29] formula at higher energies.
MCNP5 [55] and MCNPX [56] provide different options of
data libraries for the calculation of photoelectric cross sections:
two version of EPDL (EPDL97 [36] and EPDL89 [57]), and
ENDF/B-IV [58] data complemented by Storm and Israel’s
tables [43] for atomic numbers greater than 83.
In the first version of Penelope including photon trans-
port [59] photoelectric cross sections were interpolated from
XCOM; in more recent versions [60], [61] they are inter-
polated from EPDL97 tabulations. The photoelectron angular
distribution is sampled from Sauter’s differential cross section
for the K shell [29].
GEANT 3 [62] calculated total photoionization cross sec-
tions based on Biggs and Lighthill’s [26] parameterizations;
the probability of ionization of the K shell and L subshells
was estimated by parameterizations of the jump ratios deriving
from Veigele’s [44] tables. The angular distribution of the
photoelectron was sampled for the K shell and for the L1, L2
and L3 subshells based on Sauter’s [29], [30] and Gavrila’s
[31], [33] calculations.
The Geant4 toolkit encompasses various implementations
of the photoelectric effect. The overview summarized here
concerns the latest version at the time of the 2013 IEEE
Nuclear science Symposium: Geant4 9.6, complemented by
two correction patches.
The model implemented in Geant4 “standard” electromag-
netic package [63] (also known as “Sandia Table”) calculates
cross sections based on the analytical formula of Biggs and
Lighthill, but it reports using modified coefficients deriving
from a fit to experimental data; nevertheless the reference
cited in Geant4 9.6 Physics Reference Manual as the source
of these modifications does not appear to be consistent.
Presumably, the modifications derive from [64], which reports
fits to experimental data concerning noble gases, hydrogen,
carbon, fluorine, oxygen and silicon. The energy of the emitted
photoelectron is determined as the difference between the
energy of the interacting photon and the binding energy of the
ionized shell defined in the G4AtomicShells class [17], and
the photoelectron angle is calculated according to the Sauter-
Gavrila distribution for K shell [29], [31].
Geant4 low energy electromagnetic package [65], [66] en-
compasses two implementations of the photoelectric effect,
one identified as “Livermore” [67] and one reengineered from
the 2008 version of the Penelope code [60]: both models
calculate total and partial cross sections based on EPDL97.
The so-called “Livermore” model provides three options of
computing the angular distribution of the emitted photoelec-
tron: in the same direction as the incident photon, based on
Gavrila’s distribution of the polar angle [31] for the K shell
and the L1 subshell, and based on a double differential cross
section derived from Gavrila’s [31], [33] calculations, which
can also handle polarized photons.
In addition, the Geant4 toolkit encompasses two models for
the simulation of the photoelectric effect concerning polarized
photons: one for circularly polarised photons in the “polari-
sation” package and one in the low energy electromagnetic
package, identified as “Livermore polarised”. Polarized pho-
tons are not considered in this study.
IV. STRATEGY OF THIS STUDY
An extensive set of simulation models, which are represen-
tative of the variety of theoretical and empirical approaches
documented in the literature, have been evaluated to identify
the state-of-the-art of modeling photoionization in the context
of Monte Carlo particle transport.
The models for the simulation of photoionization evaluated
in this paper concern total and partial cross sections: in particle
transport, the former are relevant to determine the occurrence
of the photoionization process, while the latter determine the
the creation of a vacancy in a specific shell.
In addition, formulations of the photoelectron angular dis-
tribution have been evaluated.
All the models subject to study have been implemented in a
consistent software design, compatible with the Geant4 toolkit,
which minimizes external dependencies to ensure the unbiased
appraisal of their intrinsic capabilities.
A wide set of experimental data of has been collected from
the literature for this study; simulation models are validated
through comparison with these measurements. The compati-
bility with experiment for each model, and the differences in
compatibility with experiment across the various models, are
quantified by means of statistical methods.
A. Software environment
All the physics models evaluated in this paper have been
implemented in the same software environment, which is
compatible with Geant4; computational features specific to
the original physics algorithms have been preserved as much
as possible. The uniform software configuration ensures an
unbiased appraisal of the intrinsic characteristics of the var-
ious physics models. The correctness of implementation has
been verified prior to the validation process to ensure that
the software reproduces the physical features of each model
consistently.
The software adopts a policy-based class design [68]; this
technique was first introduced in a general-purpose Monte
Carlo system in [69].
Two policies have been defined for the simulation of pho-
toionization, corresponding to the calculation of total cross
section and to the generation of the final state; they conform to
the prototype design described in [70], [71]. A photoionization
process, derived from the G4VDiscreteProcess class of Geant4
kernel, acts as a host class for these policy classes. All
the simulation models implemented according to this policy-
based class design are compatible for use with Geant4, since
Geant4 tracking handles all discrete processes polymorphically
through the G4VDiscreteProcess base class interface.
A single policy class calculates total cross sections for all
the physics models that exploit tabulations; alternative tabula-
tions, corresponding to different physics models, are managed
through the file system. Specific policy classes implement the
analytical calculations of Biggs and Lighthill (accounting for
the modifications adopted in Geant4 ”standard” electromag-
netic package) and of Ebel.
Three photoelectron angular distribution models have
been implemented: they correspond to the Sauter-Gavrila
formulation as in Geant4 “standard” electromagnetic
package, to the Sauter-Gavrila formulation as in the
G4PhotoElecricAngularGeneratorPolarized class of Geant4
low energy elecromagnetic package, and to a formulation
based on corrected GEANT 3 code.
The software design adopted in this study ensures greater
flexibility than the design currently adopted in Geant4 electro-
magnetic package, since it allows independent modeling and
test of the various physics features of photoionization.
B. Experimental data
Experimental data for the validation of the simulation mod-
els were collected from a survey of the literature. Only cross
sections that were directly measured were considered in the
validation process; semi-empirical evaluations, derived from
experimental measurements from which theoretical scattering
cross section were subtracted to extract photoelectric cross
sections, were not considered.
The sample of experimental cross sections consists of more
than 5000 measurements: approximately 3700 total cross sec-
tions and 1400 shell cross sections, respectively. Due to the
limited page allocation typical of conference proceedings, the
extensive bibliographical references of the experimental data
sample will be included in a forthcoming publication to be
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science.
C. Data analysis method
The evaluation of the simulation models performed in this
study has two objectives: to validate them quantitatively, and
to compare their relative capabilities.
The scope of the software validation process is defined
according to the guidelines of the pertinent IEEE Standard
[72]. For the problem domain considered in this paper, the
validation process provides evidence that the software models
photoionization consistent with experiment.
The analysis of cross sections is articulated over two stages:
the first one estimates the compatibility between the values
calculated by each simulation model and experimental data,
while the second exploits the results of the first stage to
determine whether the various models exhibit any significant
differences in their compatibility with experiment.
The first stage encompasses a number of test cases, each
one corresponding to a photon energy and target element for
which experimental data are available. For each test case, cross
sections calculated by the software are compared with exper-
imental measurements by means of goodness-of-fit tests; the
null hypothesis is defined as the equivalence of the simulated
and experimental data distributions subject to comparison.
The goodness-of-fit analysis is based on the χ2 test [73]
and utilizes the Statistical Toolkit [74], [75]. The level of
significance is 0.01. The “efficiency” of a physics model is
defined as the fraction of test cases in which the χ2 test does
not reject the null hypothesis at 0.01 level of significance.
The second stage of the statistical analysis quantifies the
differences of the simulation models in compatibility with
experiment. It consists of a categorical analysis based on
contingency tables, which derive from the results of the
χ2 test: the outcome of this test is classified as “fail” or
“pass”, according respectively to whether the hypothesis of
compatibility of experimental and calculated data is rejected
or not.
The null hypothesis in the analysis of a contingency table
assumes the equivalent compatibility with experiment of the
models it compares. Contingency tables are analyzed with
Fisher’s exact test [76], Barnard’s exact test [77] and Pearson’s
χ2 test [78] (the last one when appropriate). The use of
different tests mitigates the risk of introducing systematic
effects, which could be due to the peculiar mathematical
properties of a single test.
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Fig. 1. Total photoionization cross section for Z=8 as a function of photon
energy.
The significance level for the rejection of the null hypothesis
in the analysis of contingency tables is 0.05, unless differently
specified.
Due to the scarcity of experimental data and the unclear
systematics in the measurements, a statistical analysis of
photoelectron angular distribution would not be meaningful.
For this observable the comparison with experimental data is
limited to qualitative appraisal.
V. RESULTS
Only a brief summary of the results of the validation process
is reported here; the full set of results will be documented in
detail in a forthcoming journal publication.
A. Total Cross Sections
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate two examples of calculated and
experimental total cross sections.
The “efficiency” of the various total cross section calcula-
tion methods is documented in Fig. 3: most methods exhibit
similar compatibility with experiment for photon energies
greater than 250 eV, while degraded accuracy is observed at
lower energies. Two cross section calculation methods exhibit
lower compatibility with experiment in Fig. 3; this qualitative
observation is confirmed quantitatively by the results of the
analysis of contingency tables reported in Table II, where
their compatibility with experimental data is compared with
that of EPDL: for both models all the tests applied to the
associated contingency tables show that the hypothesis of
equivalent performance with respect to EPDL is rejected with
0.05 significance.
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Fig. 3. Efficiency of the total cross section calculation methods subject to
test.
TABLE II
P-VALUES RESULTING FROM CONTINGENCY TABLES COMPARING THE
COMPATIBILITY WITH EXPERIMENT OF CHANTLER AND EPDL TOTAL
CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS, AND OF BRENNAN AND COWAN AND
EPDL CALCULATIONS.
Test Chantler - EPDL Brennan and Cowan - EPDL
Fisher 0.044 0.011
χ2 0.033 0.007
Barnard 0.035 0.007
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Fig. 4. Cross section for photoionization of the K shell at 59.54 keV as a
function of atomic number.
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B. Shell Ionization Cross Sections
Figs. 4 to 7 illustrate some examples of calculated and
experimental cross sections for inner and outer shell photoion-
ization.
A systematic discrepancy of RTAB shell cross sections with
respect to experimental data is observed, which hints to a
missing multiplicative factor in the tabulated values. When
RTAB cross sections are scaled by the presumed missing
factor, they exhibit compatibility with experiment comparable
to other calculation methods.
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The p-values resulting from the χ2 test listed in Table III
show that, once RTAB values are rescaled, all calculation
methods determine K and L shell cross sections that are
compatible with experimental data with 0.05 significance,
with the exception of Ebel’s parameterized model. The cross
sections for outer shells appear incompatible with experiment;
nevertheless one should take into account that the experimental
data samples available for the validation of outer shells are
small, and often the data for a given test case originate from
a single experimental source, which could be affected by
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Fig. 8. Photoelectron angular distribution for aluminium, K shell, at 1.17
MeV.
systematic effects.
TABLE III
P-VALUES OF THE χ2 TEST FOR COMPATIBILITY OF SHELL CROSS
SECTIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
shell EPDL Chantler RTAB RTAB Ebel
(scaled)
K 0.209 0.350 < 0.001 0.315 < 0.001
L1 0.075 < 0.001 0.069 0.964
L2 0.339 < 0.001 0.299 0.154
L3 1 < 0.001 1 1
M1 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
M4 0.031 < 0.001 < 0.001
M5 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
N1 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
N6 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
N7 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
O1 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
O2 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
O3 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
P1 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
C. Photoelectron Angular Distribution
Two examples of angular distributions are shown in Figs. 8
and 9. The limited experimental data sample does not allow a
meaningful statistical analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION
An extensive set of models for the simulation of pho-
toionization has been quantitatively evaluated regarding their
accuracy at reproducing experimental measurements.
All total cross section calculation methods are equivalent
in terms of compatibility with experimental data, with the
exception of those calculated by Chantler and by Brennan and
Cowan. The fraction of test cases that are compatible with
experiment drops at energies below 250 eV.
Inner shell cross section calculations are compatible with
experimental data, with the exception of Ebel’s parameter-
ization for the K shell. Outer shell photoionization cross
sections are incompatible with experimental data; nevertheless
the limited data sample hints not to draw any hasty conclusions
about the accuracy of the examined models.
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Fig. 9. Photoelectron angular distribution for gold, L2 subshell, at 412 keV.
Due to the scarce availability of experimental data and
possible systematic effects in the reported measurements, only
a qualitative appraisal of photoelectron angular distribution
models is possible. All Geant4 angular distribution models
exhibit a similar behavior; the corrected GEANT 3 model ap-
pears in some cases different from the others and qualitatively
competitive.
The full set of results will be documented in a forthcoming
journal publication.
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